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Tak recognises Republic
of the Western Shore

B2 highway to connect
Tak with Coare

MƟG, 11-11-316 • Tak has recognised the Republic of the Western
Shore, the youngest new nation
on the Smalik continent, that
broke away from the Lectern of
United Kencari Peoples two days
ago. The governments of both
nations agreed to exchange diplomatic representations soon.
Minister of foreign affairs Zoot ob
Laar denied accusations made by
LUKP officials that Tak had anything to do with the declaration
of independence of the Western
Shore, but expressed the hope
that the LUKP will be able to offer
a safe and stable government to
all of its citizens.

‘Caboteniasa should
respect their Tak’

MƟG, 17-11-316 • Minister of foreign affairs Zoot ob Laar called
upon the government of Caboteniasa to respect the dignity of the
Tak living in our northern neighbour and keep considering them
as Caboteniasans with the same
rights as any other subject of the
United Kingdom. She made this
official statement after rumours
of an underground Tak separatist
movement surfaced recently.
‘The government of Tak would
like to emphasise that we have no
knowledge about let alone ties
with such a movement’, the minister said. ‘Tak has always sought
diplomatic relations with Caboteniasa, which I am sad to say are
still pending. We are hoping that
the government of Caboteniasa is
willing to take this opportunity
and make a long lasting friend
out of the Tak’.
The minister didn’t want to comment on the possibility that the
weapons that were seized in Lp in
April this year, were in fact intended to be sold to the Tak in Caboteniasa instead of being shipped
to Bowdani, as has always been
suspected.

Druids want Smalik Security Union

MƟG, 22-11-316 • The Council of Chief Druids that
took place between 4 and 21 November resulted in
the formal reappointment of prime minister Mar ob
Qaat, retroactively since the elections that took place
earlier this year. The most important other decision
that the Chief Druids presented to the government
was their wish that Tak take the lead in the creation of
a Smalik Security Union that should protect stable
and peaceful nations on the continent against war
and chaos originating from less fortunate countries.
It is rare that the Druids intervene in the international
policies of the Tak, but the situation in the Lectern of
United Kencari Peoples ‘calls for drastic measures’. It
is unknown if the Druids gave the government a list
of countries that they consider suitable members of
the security union. The union’s main purpose should
be a defensive one and to establish cooperation between the member states’ armed forces. Further details were not made public so far.
Other subjects that were discussed included measures
to prevent potential environmental damage that the
current government’s plans to improve the nation’s
public transport system might cause, the increase of
foreign criminality in the country’s western states,
most likely due to the situation in the rest of former
western Bowdani, and the situation regarding the
ethnic Tak in our northern neighbour Caboteniasa.
The Council of Chief Druids convenes irregularly; this
time they chose the large Paak Em it Mɵg (Central
Park of Mɵg) for the gathering. Their presence
attracted numerous curious spectators from outside
Mɵg and the police had some trouble maintaining
order. Most Tak deeply revere the Druids and seeing
a lot of Chief Druids together is something not every
Tak will be able to observe if they don’t live in Mɵg;
many took a holiday to travel to the capital.

MƟG, 28-11-316 • Representatives of the ministries of transport
and infrastructure of Tak and the
Coare Republic signed an agreement to prolong the Tak highway
B2 so that it will connect the
Coare capital of Coarnigg to the
city of Ƿəək; from Ƿəək the highway B2 already exists all the way
to Bɵɵk, where it connects to the
B1 to Lp.
The plans still have to be approved by the countries’ respective
parliaments. The first elections for
the parliament of Coare will take
place on 10 and 17 December.

‘Tak to take over 69.8% of
Utanian trade Bowdani’

MƟG, 02-12-316 • According to
unconfirmed sources, the government of Tak is willing to take over
69.8% of the Utanian trade deal
that the country used to have
with Bowdani. Trade between the
two nations collapsed after Bowdani became increasingly unstable until the country dissolved.
The rumours of Tak’s offer emerged after Utania put all former
Bowdani nations excluding Tak
and Flovaigne on a ‘Red List’ earlier this week and urged all its citizens to leave these countries immediately. With Utania considering a large part of former Bowdani not safe enough anymore, Tak
could take over the trade to those
countries as well, whereas it is up
to Utania to propose to Flovaigne
to take over the remaining 30.2%
of its former trade with Bowdani.
Not everyone is convinced that it
would be good for Tak if Utania
accepted this deal – if at all confirmed. It is probable that the Tak
government is hoping to benefit
from this deal and present our
nation as an economic transit to
the former western Bowdani nations; if these manage to make
deals elsewhere, Tak will end up
with a huge surplus.

